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Musical Language

As a teen, my dad spent hours shooting free throws into a basket in his
basement to perfect his shot. When I was a teen, I spent hours jotting

down words, descriptions, and images to perfect my writing. Yes, some
people toss around language as though it were a basketball. Word choice is
key to good writing. Writers play all day with words.

In The Writer’s Jungle, I devote a chapter to word play. I use the follow-
ing acronym to help students remember what makes a word great for writ-
ing–PEN:

P – precision

E – economy

N – novelty

Can academic writers play with language too? Do they? Most of us never
read essays before we’re expected to write them. Good essays and research
papers depend on clear, fresh thinking expressed in precise, economical,
and novel terms. In this chapter, we’ll look at the ways PEN plays out in
academic writing.

Precision

In academic writing, precision matters. A lexicon of academic writing
terms helps to get the job done. Writers are free to deviate from typical
academic language, but it helps if you have a working knowledge of typical
transitions, for instance. Readers want a map of where your paper will go:
is this a paper that compares and contrasts, identifies, defines, reviews, dis-
cusses, argues, persuades, examines, suggests, exposes, refines, explores, or
reframes? Your job in academic writing is to clearly indicate your stated
purpose. (Module 3, Part Two)
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Economy

A tight argument is key to quality expository writing. You want your
readers to read enough evidence to support your thesis. You don’t want to
drown your readers in vagaries, long stories, and irrelevant, though interest-
ing, details. The best writing is direct and clear, organized and supported.
Choose potent arguments; don’t report all of them (Module 6, Part Two).
Know how to paraphrase an expert’s opinion in the most economical
terms. Summarize an argument that took an entire article to write but that
supports only one of your points (Module 7, Part Two). Economy in aca-
demic writing goes to the heart of the student task. You will never have
enough education as a high school student or undergraduate in college to
be able to write original research and thinking. Your job is to report the
findings of other academics, scientists, researchers, and analysts in a pre-
cise and greatly reduced form.

Novelty

Make what you write about your own. Know your subject matter and
care about it. Novelty is the difference between earning an A or getting a
B. Your essay will stand out if you make a personal connection with the
subject matter, or if you find a unique argument in the field, or if you
offer a fresh perspective on the standard information (make a connection
that is not typically made). Usually student writers who do this well draw
on personal experience or current events to help them make the connec-
tion more present, more tangible, more personal. Professors love to see
this kind of integration with the topic so we will work on it in this course.

It’s just about impossible to say anything new about a subject that you
study in high school or as an undergraduate. On the other hand, your life
experiences and the way those shape how you see the world are utterly
unique to you. If you can hook these up, you have the chance to take what
might be an old and dusty (or tried and true) point of view into one that
speaks up again.

Teen writing voice

Many teens spend hours on the Internet cultivating a writing voice that
perfectly suits the world of Instant Messaging. Through repeated use, kids
become “fluent” in the language of the Net. They know the abbreviations,
the slang, the protocols–the netiquette, in other words. Instant Messaging
is one form of writing that most closely resembles natural speech between
teens. The writing is almost verbal.

When teens talk to each other, they don’t wax long and eloquent, but
go straight for the shared vocabulary that quickly gets them to the heart of
the experience. Facial expressions, tone of voice, and commonly used
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phrases communicate whether a party “sucked” or “rocked.” In academic
writing (and in fiction too), teens need to retrain themselves to be more
thorough and explicit when they write. They can’t expect the reader to
intuit or imagine the arguments. They can’t assume that one passionately
felt statement of opinion is the same as diligently developing an argument
step by step.

To help you get a feel for the difference between conversational lan-
guage and how academic writing is different, I’ve created a short dialog
between two teen guys who run into each other at the mall (okay, they’re at
GameStop–geesh. Of course they’re not just “shopping” at Hollister).

Matt just rode the Son of the Beast roller coaster at King’s Island and
runs into Kyle who wants to know if the ride was as cool.

“Hey Matt, how was Son of the Beast?”

“Awesome.”

“Cool. Was it fast?”

“Totally.”

“Cool.”

“You gotta ride it. Man, it was huge!”

“Awesome.”

“Later.”

“See ya.”

How much do you really know about the ride? Not much. But Kyle can
tell by Matt’s energy level, his facial expressions, and his attitude that Matt
had a great time and that’s all Kyle wanted to know. He was looking for a
thumbs-up or thumbs-down. Verbal communication serves different needs
than written communication. That’s important to know. While all the lan-
guage you need for writing is inside you, your spoken language serves as a
map to the writing you need to do. Spoken language is like a trail of clues
rather than an explicit blueprint.

Let’s rewind the tape and change the dialog to fit the way a writer
might write about this topic. Can you imagine talking like this?

Kyle: “Hey Matt, how was Son of the Beast?”

Matt: “When I crawled behind the metal bar and landed on the hard
wooden seat, I didn’t anticipate the lurch my stomach would make
upon seeing the 100 foot hill we were about to ascend. The bar
clamped down over my waist with a loud clank, my hipbones pain-
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fully pressed against the metal. But I had no time to adjust. The car
leapt forward with a lurch, pitching and clacking as it latched onto
the chain at the base of what looked like a mountain.”

After that verbal assault, Kyle would likely throw up his hand and say,
“Hey dude, I didn’t ask for a magazine review!” In-person conversations
are about moment-to-moment connections. They aren’t about the detailed
content. In writing, you slow down and draw your reader into the experi-
ence or train of thought.

This module, then, will train you to write like a writer, not like a con-
versationalist. One of the biggest differences between spoken communica-
tion and written is the amount and quality of the detail. The more specific
you can be, the better for the reader. Most students transition from years
of creative writing and mini reports, fiction, and narrations into the aca-
demic writing years of high school without having ever read an essay. To
write an essay without any sense of what an essay should look or sound
like is a big disadvantage for a writer. Some of your writing comes from
that internal mimicking that goes on. When you’ve read all the X Men
books, it’s not that hard to write your own sequel. You have a feel for how
the writer manages his material.

To begin your training, we will return to subject areas that are both
concrete and well within your experience. We’ll worry about academic tone
(or register) in the essay section of this course. For now, learn how to
move out of conversational writing and into clear, directed, precise prose
that takes the reader inside the experience.

Your Assignment—Part One

Pick one of the following topics:

• ice skating • dance

• baking an apple pie • quilting

• gardening • karate

• computer games • watercolor

• shooting hoops • video gaming

• reading a novel • eating a sundae

• acting • playing in the snow

• skiing • calligraphy

• paintball • hunting

• roller coasters • instant messaging

• music • knitting
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Or choose one of your own—it should be an experience that you
know a lot about.

Part one
Set a timer for fifteen minutes. Write a list of every word that comes

to your mind about your topic during that time. If your topic is swimming
competition, write more than “swimming pools” and “bathing suits.” How
about “skin-tight body suits that have curved stripes on the sides”? What
about words that show me your nerve, or your competitive hunger? You
might write “stomach in knots” and “glaring at Jim, the record holder.” Go
further than a list of concrete nouns. Phrases are equally valid.

List words, images, and more words. See in your mind’s eye a specific
image and give it detail. Relive the event or experience. Check out your
body for help. Do I get butterflies in my stomach? Does my breathing get
faster? Does my heart pound? Are my hands clammy? Do I feel peaceful
and relaxed?

Stick to fragments if you put words together. These words can be
adverbs, adjectives, verbs, nouns, clusters—any kind of word that you see
relating to your topic.

Rrrrrring. Stop.
Once you have completed your list, mark the words that you think

need “tweaking.” This is your chance to improve your word choices—to
bring them to a new level of intensity, clarity, or novelty. Then get out a
thesaurus, dictionary, or simply meditate for a few moments and see if you
can improve the words so that they go further than your initial ideas.

Here’s an example.

• swimming

• strokes

• eating jello straight from the packet for energy

• swinging my arms to warm up 

• the blocks 

• goggles 

• blue water—could be enhanced... 

So I think about the kinds of blues in the water: shimmering blue that
turns clear and white and shows the dark marks under the water and
reflects my bathing suit when I look into it.

See what I mean? You are taking the raw materials of rapidly jotted
down words and images and then looking at them one at a time (don’t do
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all of them, just the ones that jump out at you as vague) and adding
detail—experience, observation that leads to clarity and depth.

Do not stress about this exercise. I can already picture many of you
wondering if these are the best words. There are no word police coming to
arrest you. This is purely an exercise, like doing push-ups. The goal is to
care about words, how they sound and what they do in a context. Play with
them. Stretch and twist them like taffy. It’s fun.

Student sample: instant messaging

• obnoxious • colorful

• bright *blinding* • surprising

• brave • annoying *irritating*

• frustrating • impersonal

• sarcasm • actions

• caps *capitals, cap locks* • keyboard

• typing • slippery fingers

• away mesages • songs

• inspiration • dishonesty

• lies *deceit* • secrets

• copy and paste • buddies

• block • warn

• smilies • seclusion

• lonely • insecurity

• questions • double meaning

• imagery • flashing lights

• blink box • boredom

• abbreviations • explanations

• excitement • excuses

• moms • complaining

• tears • smirk

• gossip • teasing

• strangers • catastrophies

• drama • courage

• heart pounding • pulse

• emoticons • newbies
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The words with asterisks in the sample list are her upgraded choices.
Can you see how she thought about improving just a few of them? She
has a lot of specific lingo that goes with IMing, too. You can include insid-
er language in this exercise.

Once you have a list of words about a particular experience, take a
break. Come back the next day to do the following assignment. You will be
writing a paragraph about the experience.

Part two

Now you will write a paragraph using the word list. I always like to
start with a freewrite so that I get as much down as I can at the beginning
without laboring too hard. Keep your list in front of you while you write.

Below are a few tips for writing the paragraph. Be sure to revise and
clean up your work. Ask your mom for pointers and feedback. You will
want to write one draft, then work it over a bit to find ways to improve it.
Make your improvements. Finally, ask for feedback, make your final
changes, and you’re done.

1. Choose from your list a specific event or experience.
Don’t write about why you like playing the piano, in general. Choose

one recital, one particular lesson with your teacher or a practice that stands
out in your memory. Get the memory clear in your mind before you start
writing. Then write about that one event. Tell a little story (what we call an
anecdote) about your experience. Anecdotes are specific by nature. They
retell an event that could be videotaped. Writing anecdotes is a part of
how to make academic writing spring to life so this is a very relevant skill.
Take some time with it.

2. Read through your list before you write.
Close your eyes and really see what it is you want to describe or

express. Once you begin to hear words form in your imagination, it’s time
to write. Do not write before you hear the words forming inside. Sit longer
and look at the picture in your mind. Focus on one detail until you can
describe it or put words to it. Then start writing.

3. Once you begin to write, use your list to prompt you.
If you feel stuck or if you’ve already run through the image/

experience in your mind’s eye, look back at your list for more inspiration.
You can pause and close your eyes again if you need to. You can insert
detail if you see a place to beef up the paragraph.

4. Don’t be afraid to cross out a sentence and rewrite it.
If after you’ve written the paragraph, you suddenly think of a better

way to say it, put it down on paper. I wouldn’t mind at all and neither
should you. Always improve your writing when the inspiration hits.
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5. Add an opening after you’ve written your paragraph.
Almost no one starts with a good opening. So once you’ve written,

reread your work and think of a clever first line. A comment, or starting in
the middle of the action is often the easiest way to create a strong opening.
Starting with “I love pizza because. . .” is not a strong opening and ought
to be erased and replaced before your final copy. “I bit into the slice of
pizza when, swish, the entire slab of cheese slid off the gooey triangle and
slapped me in the chin. . .” (Much better)

6. Close your pargraph with a wish, a surprise, humor, or a predic-
tion for the future.

“Next time we go to La Rosa’s, I’m planning to eat 32 pieces of
anchovy pizza to beat my brother’s record of 31. Yeah, right. Who am I
kidding?” That closing leaves me interested rather than the typical, “And
that’s why I love pizza” ending.

Student sample

Here’s a fourteen-year-old student’s sample (she wrote several para-
graphs) based on the Instant Message word list in Part One of
this module:

I lightly drum my fingers on my knees, waiting, listening, and hoping

someone will say “Hey!” I scrutinize the people online and enthusiastically

say, “Hi” to one of them. My conversation box chirps happily as it accepts

my friend’s return message: “Hi, sorry I can’t talk.” The obnoxiously bright

font and irritating choice of colors screech unpleasantly at me.

After a moment of shocked silence, I regain composure and exit the

box, gazing hopefully at my other buddies. After carefully selecting another

friend, I type a nervous acknowledgment. She greets me without an excla-

mation point, no joy in her sentence. Defeat greets me with open arms, as

I slide helplessly into my uncomfortable chair. I type a wilting, “What’s

up?” hoping she will understand the hurt in my sentence and repent, with
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new found friendliness. She types back a standard, “Not much, you?” and

the conversation runs as smooth as a rocky road. When my ex-friend asks

how I am I reply with a dishonest, “Good, and you?” searching for double

meaning in her question.

Over the next hour I’m caught up in a torrent of “Who said what”

and “Why didn’t you IM me first?” And though I am grieved over the 

confusions and miscommunications that come with friendship, the drama

brings welcomed shivers of excitement into my dull existence.

Unfortunately, my dull existence still requires that I do schoolwork, so I

pull myself away from the hypnotizing computer screen and fill my

thoughts with the grueling tasks of homework and chores that cover me

like a bad hair day. I tell myself I will return, and leave my social life to

fend for itself.

Remember that these are freewrites so they are not revised or polished

pieces (meaning there may be grammatical or punctuation issues that

would be addressed in revision).
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Student sample

Here’s another sample from a sixteen-year-old boy (paintball).

Word List: Exciting, heart pounding, nervous, apprehensive, adrena-
line pumping, suspicious, trust, calamity, loud, silent, fun, fogging,
strategy, outmaneuvered, ambush, fast, running, gasping, trees,
bushes, disappear, invisible, camouflage, alone, whistle, splat, whap,
spray, cover, mud, dirty, victory, defeat, friends

The first time I played paintball I was extremely nervous. My heart was

pounding so hard I was afraid it would give away where I was hiding. My

breathing was fitful, and came in short gasps. Somewhere out in the night,

a twig snapped. What was that? I wondered to myself. If that was Jordan I

should shoot, but if it wasn’t I’d be wasting ammo and telling him where I

was all at the same time. That game ended in a stand off: I, not moving

from behind my fallen tree, and he, not able to find me in the dark.

Since then, I’ve come a long way, and am excited at the thought of

playing paintball.

In the last game I played, my friends and I were battling our dads.

Sitting in the bushes, we were almost invisible. We waited there for them.

My rapid breathing fogged up my mask. Then calamity struck! Both of my

teammates’ guns stopped working in the middle of a firefight, and I

watched helplessly as they got tagged out. Now they were coming for me!

Paintballs flew past me, whistling through the air, and exploding with a dull

whap when they hit a tree. I turned and fired back. I hit one! Only one
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more dad to go, and as fate would have it, mine. My dad came charging

down the hill firing as he ran. The paintballs erupted into a blue spray

when they hit the branches. Even grass that I did not think could stop

them, did. Unfortunately for my dad, the tree he hid behind was not wide

enough, and with the last of my ammo, I got him. Victory was snatched

from the jaws of defeat, and best of all was the time I spent with my

friends.
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